HAWS uses treats for many of our programs. Volunteers use them when working on manners with our adoptable dogs. We also have educational programs where individuals can train dogs and use many treats.

Training treats need to be small and smell great – at least in the opinion of the dog.

**Salmon Training Treats**

- 14 oz. can of Salmon – do not drain (2 6-oz cans of Tuna can be used instead)
- 1 ½ cups of flour
- 1 tbs garlic powder or minced garlic
- 2 eggs
- 1/3 cup of grated parmesan cheese (optional)

Process tuna, garlic and eggs in food processor or blender (or just mix in bowl). Add flour and mix to a brownie-like consistency. Spread to a ¼ inch thickness on a greased cookie sheet. Mixture will only cover ¾ of the sheet. Bake at 350 degrees F for 25 minutes.

When cool cut into small sized (1/4 inch x 1/4 inch) training treats (pizza cutter works great). Portion into a gallon sized bag and freeze what won’t be used right away.

*Mark on the bag “Salmon Dog Training Treats” with the date. When delivering them to HAWS please hand them to someone and ask that they immediately be placed in the freezer of the behavior department.*

*We appreciate your willingness to make these for us!*